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Jung's early life

• lived 1875-1961
• most of life spent in Switzerland
• close to weak father
• had a strong but unstable and distant 

mother
• 9 clergy (men) in family
• confided in wooden figure he had carved



Jung developed strong interest 
in occult, supernatural

• Setting up eventual schism with Freud?
• Jung thought psychiatry would help him 

understand these phenomena (and his interest 
in them?)

• Jung’s dissertation:
– “On the Psychology of So-Called Occult Phenomena”

• worked in mental hospital in Zurich
• early independent work (word-association test, 

etc.)



Jung’s initial relationship with 
Freud...
• not a disciple, but a colleague, of Freud
• considerable written correspondence with 

Freud prior to their first in-person meeting
• at first meeting, talked for 10+ hours



Jung was an esteemed, junior 
colleague of Freud

• accompanied Freud to Clark University for 
lecture series

• was being groomed by Freud to take over 
"his" psychoanalytic society

• Freud's plan Jung would be the titular, non 
Jewish, head of the International 
Psychoanalytic Society



Jung was treated by Freud as a 
son:

• Freud:  "I formally adopted you as an 
eldest son, anointing you as my successor 
and crown prince."

• Jung:  "I was overjoyed by your letter, 
being, as you know, very receptive to any 
recognition the Father sees fit to bestow."



Jung came to differ more and 
more from Freud

– Jung placed less emphasis on sex
– Jung posited a transpersonal as well as a 

personal unconscious
• (sometimes called "collective unconscious" and 

"individual unconscious")



Metaphor for individual (personal) 
versus collective (transpersonal) 
unconscious-es
• Aspen trees 

(individuals) and groves 
(collectives)



Jung found evidence for 
predeterminism

• future, as well as past, determines 
present

• a bit of free will is possible under 
predeterminism, but "fate" is more 
powerful



effects of parting with Freud on 
Jung's life and career:

• at the time Jung was 40 years old; 
"discovered" Crisis of Middle Age

• couldn't read a professional book for 3 
years

• So, freed Jung to develop his own theory 
further



Jung's later life
• He traveled widely

– Africa (learned Swahili),
– America, Egypt, India, Ceylon

• He developed his own, unique, and 
increasingly appreciated theory of 
personality and therapy



Mandala
• Sanskrit for 

"circle“
• symbolism 

and doorways 
to the 
collective 
unconscious



Australia Aboriginal Mandalas
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Sand mandala



Quilt mandala, Washington, DC



The endless cycle: snake and…



Some Jungian concepts



the dual function of dreams

• 1.  compensatory function of dreams
• 2.  preparatory function of dreams

– dreams as having a message
– as foretelling the future
– as showing you want to do next



complexes
• complexes are a group of memories, feelings, 

thoughts, desires accumulating around a 
common theme

• complexes located in personal consciousness
• complexes are not necessarily pathological
• complexes are powerful, however

– "A person does not have a complex; the complex has 
him." - Jung

• complexes may become autonomous and 
interfere with consciousness



archetypes

• why posited?
– found by Jung in diverse cultures
– also found by Jung in his patients' dreams
– So, in/from transpersonal unconscious



anima in men, animus in women
• "...I once asked myself, 'What am I really doing?  

Certainly this has nothing to do with science.'  
Whereupon a voice within me said, 'It is art.'  I 
was astonished.  It had never entered my head 
that what I was writing had any connection with 
art."

• "Then I thought, 'Perhaps my unconscious is 
forming a personality that is not me, but which is 
insisting on coming through to expression.'  I 
knew for a certainly that the voice had come 
from a woman."



Jung, writing more…
• "...I said very emphatically to this voice  that my 

fantasies had nothing to do with art, and I felt a 
great inner resistance.

• ..."I was greatly intrigued by the fact that a woman 
should interfere with me from within.  ...Later I 
came to see that this inner feminine figure plays a 
typical, or archetypal, role in the unconscious of a 
man, and I called her the 'anima.'  The 
corresponding figure in the unconscious of 
woman I called the 'animus.’” (from Memories, 
Dreams, & Reflections)



Another archetype: "the Shadow"

• animal rather than human
• source of good as well as evil, of creativity 

as well as destruction



A special archetype: one's own 
persona

• inflated persona when the self , striving 
toward, if not achievement of, integration 
of disparate parts of personality, of 
resolution of conflicts emerges in middle 
age, generally full achievement seldom, 
but sought after here, as in Horney, we 
seem similarities to Holistic (especially 
Rogerian) theory



other common archetypes:

• The Hero
• The Side-kick
• The Maiden In Distress
• The Wise Man/Woman
• The Father Figure
• The Mother Figure
• The Evil Figure



Synchronicity
• cf. C. G. Jung’s (1952) book, 

“Synchronicity:  An Acausal Connecting 
Principle.”

• simultaneous manifestation of archetypes 
in:
– external reality
– e.g., a death, an accident
– ...and personal consciousness

• middle age, individuation, transcendence



Jungian therapy:  idiosyncrasies
• His patients did not lie on couch

– "I don't want to put the patient to bed."
– patient & he sat in comfortable chairs

• Jung treated some patients aboard his 
sailboat (sometimes singing as the boat 
sped across a lake!)

• Jung was occasionally rude, 
– to patient's face:

• "Oh no; I can't stand the sight of another one.  Just 
go home and cure yourself today."



Jung considered therapy to be an 
ongoing process:

• "The serious problems in life … are never 
fully solved.  If ever they should appear to 
be so it is a sure sign that something has 
been lost.  The meaning and purpose of a 
problem seem to lie not in its solution but 
in our working at it incessantly.  This alone 
preserves us from stultification and 
petrifaction." Jung (1930).



Jung's influence on literature

• Star Wars
• Joseph Campbell

– The Hero with a Thousand Faces.  (1968)
– The Power of Myth.  (with Bill Moyers)

• Frank Herbert (e.g., Dune series, The 
Saratoga Factor)

• Auel (Clan of the Cave Bears)


